You Are Invited to Answer the Call to Volunteer as an Assistant

A Message to you from Ron & Mary

As you know, it is the nature of the Soul to Love and to Learn. As we grow in Consciousness, we realize that successes on the Goal Line (while enjoyable) pale in comparison to the Majesty and Fulfillment experienced through the ongoing revelation of the Joy, Aliveness, and Beauty of the Authentic Self on the Soul Line.

As we deepen in our awareness, we realize that the experience of who we truly are—Divine Loving Beings using a human experience—is our Soul’s purpose. We come to a place where we value taking time to engage with others of a similar awareness in activities of an uplifting nature as a prime way of strengthening our connection to higher Spiritual frequencies.

Some people think that Service primarily benefits those being served. What is less clearly understood is that Service most benefits those who are being of Service by giving unconditionally of themselves—for it is in Service that the Soul is nourished and grows. The higher we ascend in Consciousness, the more our Souls wish to Serve.

Join us for a fabulous year!

With Gratitude and Loving,

Experience the Joy of Service!

What a privilege it is to serve the USM community! As the Volunteer Resources Director, I invite you to share in the abundance of blessings available through service. We have the opportunity, as USM Grads, to participate as volunteers, bearing witness to students’ transformation and honoring our own personal journeys by deepening in the Principles and Practices of Spiritual Psychology. If your heart hears the call to be of joyful service at USM, you are invited to apply for the 2016–2017 Assisting Teams, Office Angels, and Special Event Teams. I look forward to connecting with you!

With Love,

MARY-KATE PROIETTA
Volunteer Resources Director
Barb Willahan
“Being of service offers me the opportunity to bless myself. As I see the Loving Essence in others, the Loving is returned to me twofold and more. Residing in this Loving allows for my own growth in the awareness of who I am. As my growth in consciousness expands, I move into greater levels of Loving, compassion, and gratitude. The blessings in my life multiply, and I see and experience only the beauty of the people around me. I live in grace.”

Eric Nelson
“Serving allows me a supported and focused opportunity each month to experience a deeper soul connection for three consecutive days than I generally get during the rest of the month. I inevitably complete the weekend returning to my daily work refreshed and in greater balance and better prepared to be in the world at large.”

Stephanie Frisselle
“Being of service at USM is truly one of the greatest blessings in my life. I have found that I am most aware of who I really am, and the Love that we all are, when I am serving others. Having the opportunity to support Ron and Mary and the students, while also experiencing my own inner transformation and growth, is a remarkable gift. I am so grateful that I answered the call to serve at USM—doing so brings so much joy, fun, and Loving to my life!”

You are invited to become a USM Volunteer! You can apply by:
1. Calling Mary-Kate at (310) 829-7402, ext. 120
2. E-mailing your intention to volunteer at volunteer@UniversityofSanta Monica.edu
3. Completing the form online at www.USMVolunteer.com

Mary-Kate will be following up with you to discuss your next steps.

Thank you for stepping forward to be considered for USM’s Volunteer Program.

Benefits of Serving at USM:
- Strengthening you in your Spiritual Awareness so that it becomes easier to remember you are a Divine Being using a human experience and to live within that context.
- Partaking of the Blessings of Joy, Loving, and Deep Peace that are the natural by-products of Service.
- Experiencing your own continuing Spiritual Awakening by participating within an organization and an energy field that are part of the evolutionary impulse actively moving on the planet at this time.
- Integrating the Principles and Practices of Spiritual Psychology at a deeper level while staying current with the latest information and inspiration coming through USM.
- Uplifting and clearing yourself once a month by immersing yourself in the healing energy of USM.
- Continuing to deepen your connection with Spirit and attunement with your Inner Counselor.